Explore intelligent transportation and telematics application at Mobility Asia

With the future of transport systems being constantly linked with intelligence and advanced technologies, Secutech 2018 is launching the first ever Mobility Asia Pavilion to demonstrate an extensive number of innovative products and solutions:

- Automotive chips, radar/lidar systems, CCD/CMOS sensors, geographic information systems
- Telematics and automotive safety (ADAS, automatic vehicle location tracking systems)
- System solutions (fleet management systems, real-time traffic control systems, surveillance systems, smart parking systems, data transmission systems (V2V,V2X))

Mobility Asia seminar

An informative seminar will be hosted to discuss some of the latest ITS trends and technologies in the Asia-Pacific region. Prominent government officials from the Institute of Transport, System Integration Promotion Alliance and members of ITS Asia-Pacific will come together to share their insights on the trends of the future ITS development. Industry-leading companies will also be invited to give presentations on innovative solutions and applications in the transportation fields.

Join Secutech 2018 to

Be ahead in the competitive market
Be informed of the latest market trends
Be partners with prestigious exhibitors from different industries
Be immersed in innovation and intelligent solutions
Be seen at Asia’s leading security show

Concurrent events

Global trade fairs and events


Register Today
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Ms. Kirstin Wu
Kirstin.wu@newera.messefrankfurt.com
Tel: +886 2 8729 1017
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Empower your business with enhanced smart surveillance, identity technology and new strategic partners

To meet the rising demand for intelligent and customised solutions, Secutech converges security and safety, ICT, IoT, artificial intelligence, big data, edge computing, intelligent video analytics and deep learning to enable you to create new value in the rapidly evolving market, and provide intelligent solutions in factory, retail, healthcare, transportation, home, building and safe city sectors.

Take your business to the next level by connecting with new strategic partners, repositioning your products and services and creating product differentiation within three areas of focus: Intelligent surveillance, smart identity and IoT sensor & video

Intelligent surveillance
IVA, AI, deep learning, big data and edge computing are turning video images into insightful information to enhance operational management and drive more revenue for various industries, making intelligent surveillance more powerful and popular than ever! Come and discover a full range of intelligent surveillance products at Secutech!

Smart identity
The era of facial recognition is here! With more users intending to replace passwords, cards and keys with biometrics authentications, get ready to explore more facial recognition products solutions at Secutech, along with other biometrics recognition methods such as iris, fingerprint and voice.

IoT sensor & video
Incorporating sensors with video is the first step toward visual, effective and intelligent management. Sensor and video working together are beneficial for intrusion prevention, factory automation, fleet management, retail management, healthcare monitoring, smart living and more.

Five high-growth potential vertical markets you can’t afford to ignore

Safe City & Intelligent transportation
Discover comprehensive intelligent video surveillance solutions for railway and highway monitoring, intelligent transport and traffic management and public transportation safety to build a safe and secure city.

Smart retail
Showing innovative retail solutions for consumer behavior analysis, warehouse management and operations management, displaying logistics platforms, back-end management platforms, service robots, AR/VR and more.

Smart factory
Featuring video based analysis, machine vision, heat map visualisation, robotics, environmental monitoring system, RFID logistics systems, big data analytics platform for improving factory safety and automation management.

Intelligent healthcare
A comprehensive demonstration of medical image analysis, image-guided surgery using VR, RFID tags for medication tracking and management, long-distance caregiving management, hospital security management, and more.

Smart living
Enabling smart living with five applications in home, community, office, building and hotel, and six technologies ranging from security, software platform, appliances, entry control, lighting to shading.

The right technology and partner makes all the difference

CompoSec: Key Component
Gear up with the critical components! CompoSec will showcase the latest chip technologies in the fields of IVA, VR/AR, AI, automotive, transmission and more.

Innovative software: AI, IVA, edge computing & big data analytics
Software rules the security industry. The Software Innovation Zone is featuring 2D/3D image recognition, facial recognition, license plate recognition, deep learning, machine vision and other powerful solutions.

ICT transmission & LPWAN
What’s the most essential element in the world of IoT? Connectivity! Check out LPWAN, cellular network, enterprise multi-node wireless network, Zigbee, Z-wave, Bluetooth and other wireless technologies that facilitate security and IoT applications.

IoT & Physical cybersecurity
Don’t let your device become an unwitting accomplice of a cyber-attack! Find out how to create a strong defense mechanism for cybersecurity, and develop more secured products for IoT devices and IP-based security system.

Explore more state-of-the-art products and solutions
Industry leading exhibitors will present cutting-edge products and solutions ranging from video surveillance, management software, biometrics, smart sensor, RFID, transmission, intrusion alarms, UAV & robot, IoT security, fleet management, telematics and more.